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 Approaches for addiction treatment: The freedom of choice today
David E McCauley
Oak valley Foundation, USA

With the freedom of choice today we must look at all approaches for Addiction Treatment for the individual. The models 
include Twelve-Step programs, Smart Recovery, Motivational Therapy, Holistic Approach, Religious Approach, Rational 

Recovery, One-on-One Counseling Approach, and individuals who stop on their own, who have great insight to offer. What we 
need to celebrate is the self-discovery of the individual, with that in mind we must look at always in which an individual can be 
relieved of a lifestyle of addiction. This presentation will also include an introduction to the insight of the book Addiction to 
Recovery / Unlocking your Potential this book is a doorway that leaves an open mind to a higher more integrated way of living. 
With the concept that all change starts in the mind, in order to have a breakthrough in recovery, it requires a shift of awareness 
and consciousness in the individual- a shift in how we deal with our problems. All answers lie in the discovery of our inner 
freedom, with the freedom of choice the individual will have many reasons to feel optimistic about their life and their future. 
Addiction to Recovery is a book of knowledge about life in recovery. Bringing the mind, body, soul and self together as one in 
order to have a breakthrough in recovery. In recovery the individual must heal what is broken, one must start with the inner 
core of their being. Our answers to many questions of life lie in our soul, buried under the wounds of our past and present. 
They must be revealed and understood, and learn from released and “let go of for good.” One must rise from the unconscious 
addictive thinking into conscious thinking, where recovery is given meaning and purpose, thus enhancing the individuals life. 
It is in essential key to happiness, inner peace and freedom in recovery.
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